Marc Paterno, Saba Sehrish, Jonathan Assadi, Tingjun, Tracy Usher,  

The outcomes of all the discussion were directly incorporated in the document but here are a few notes, questions that resulted the text in the document. 

We went through the requirements that were already in place:
Store supernova data
in ICARUS there is database associated with all the triggers, each with a time stamp.
In raw data each data has time stamp, each piece is aligned. 
If there is a supernova stream in SBN? No
We need to clarify on the term event pick: event pick for supernova is the ability to grab events based on a “time-stamp” (rest in the document itself)
Supernova is treated as a separate data stream such that it doesn’t interfere with the beam trigger data stream. 
Handling asynchronous data: means matching detector readout that may have different time scales and time stamps.
ArgNeuT uses MINOS data so synchronize data streams from both. 
Is there a non-beam use case for integrating data from different experiments?
(To study giant showers in the presence of multiple detectors.)
Interface to External Event Generators: using “all relevant supernovae” => its important for DUNE. But it may be too strong so remove “all” from here. 
One of the key is that requirements are testable, use of the word relevant makes it untestable
Suggestion is what are the relevant generators that we can name in the document.
What does interface mean here: “be able to read data from one of these generators" 
Is it good enough to write an HEP event file and read in LArSoft, is it good enough. This is how its done in uboone. 
Interface with event generators and have the ability to run event generator simulation package
Is there a plan to integrate FLUKA with LArSoft?
There were discussions a while back. 
Geometry in FLUKA has its own fluke format. 
Exporting the geometry from FLUKA
What does “in time” mean in the "Generate individual events or collections of events in time"?
with in a single read out
Generate MC with data conditions 
noise, channel 
How important is the zero-suppression and lossy compression as it adds complexity to the software?
35-t wanted to do zero-suppression 
Flexibility in creating ntuples to serve different analyses
Anything particular to non-beam physics that can be added here?

New Requirements that were added
Section: Cosmic Ray Identification and Removal [title was changed from the original]
Same requirements as will be for beam physics (e.g. tagging, subtracting ...)
Additional requirements were added (see in the document)
Marc gave an example of what non-functional (performance ) requirements mean 
New performance requirements were added for trigger and non-trigger super novae detection
Are there any analysis use cases that are different for beam and non-beam
Use case Story: If you do a cosmic analysis with current LArSoft MC and you want to produce a x10 amount of Monte Carlo sample compared to your cosmic ray data sample which can be 100k+ events, the current size of data makes it impossible. Having the ability to produce “paired down” samples when needing very high stats MC will be good. 
its time to do the simulation and then current size of MC. Scientist may be willing to wait for that long but in the end its the inability to store/deal with this data size thats the show stopper. 

